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ABSTRACT 
Emma Hall Kessel: “Without Difference, Distinction, or Separation”: Agotes, Discrimination, 
and Belonging in Navarre, 1519-1730 
(Under the direction of Flora Cassen) 
 
This thesis is grounded in Navarrese court cases from the sixteenth until the eighteenth 
centuries, and concerns the agotes of northern Spain. This social group was kept at the margins 
of Navarrese communities during the early modern period, confined to certain jobs and allowed 
to live only in certain neighborhoods. Nevertheless, throughout the early modern period agotes 
and non-agotes litigated agote rights in courts. This thesis utilizes court cases brought by both 
agotes and non-agotes in order to understand the concerns of both agotes and non-agotes. These 
concerns centered around the physical spaces into which agotes were allowed, as well as their 
rights to enter into marriage and professional contracts. The thesis argues that, during this period, 
agotes and non-agotes were highly concerned with the access into exclusive spaces that agotes 
had, and attempted to control that access through the court system.  
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In early 1623, the secular court in Pamplona, Navarre, returned a verdict in an ongoing 
case involving a group of Old Christians and a group of agotes, members of a social group that 
had been excluded and marginalized for centuries. The verdict declared that, “because they are 
agotes, although they live in this valley and have houses here, they should not be allowed to wear 
the clothes that vecinos of the valley do… and in order to differentiate them from the others, they 
will wear yellow trim [edging] on their cloaks.”1 Forcibly marking social groups by their 
clothing was a widespread practice in medieval and early modern Europe. Scholars have 
previously shown how Jews, Muslims, Lepers, and sex workers were frequently the victims of 
such labelling.2 In comparison with these groups, agotes represented an intriguing case of 
discrimination: they were not religious dissidents, but rather Catholic; they were not foreigners, 
but were local residents in Navarre; they were not diseased; and they were not outcasts due to a 
stigmatized profession. If none of the usual markers applied to the agotes, upon what was their 
discrimination based? What can their history tell us about early modern Navarrese society? In 
this essay, I will use a series of court cases from the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries to 
answer these questions.  
                                                        
1 Florencio Idoate, Documentos sobre los agotes y grupos afines en Navarra (Institución Príncipe de Viana, 1973), 
192. 
 
2 See Jonathan Ray’s work on Jews and conversos in Spain in The Jew in Medieval Iberia (Boston: Academic 
Studies Press, 2012) and After Expulsion: 1492 and the Making of the Sephardic Jewry (New York: New York 
University Press, 2016). On Moriscos and Muslims, see Mercedes García-Arenal’s edited work The Expulsion of the 
Moriscos from Spain: A Mediterranean Diaspora (Leiden: Brill, 2014). On leprosy, see Susan Zimmerman’s 
“Leprosy in the Medieval Imaginary,” Journal of Medieval and Early Modern Studies 38, no. 3 (2008). 
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The 1623 case was not the first and certainly would not be the last instance in which local 
community, authority, or the courts attempted to control how the agotes of early modern Navarre 
appeared in public, who they could marry, and where they could sit in Church. In a multitude of 
ways, this group was kept at the margins of their communities, confined to certain jobs, barred 
from marrying non-agotes, and kept from attending church services with other villagers. 
Although scholarship on agotes is limited, my research in the Navarrese archives has uncovered 
that they appeared frequently in the court record, often attempting to improve their treatment at 
the hands of their non-agote neighbors. Based on court cases involving agotes from 1519 until 
1730, this essay will not only shed light upon this little-known group, but also contribute to our 
knowledge of early modern Spanish ethno-religious separation, the mechanisms of 
discrimination within Old Christian communities, and group belonging in Navarre.  
To properly contextualize the significance of agote cases in the early modern period, I 
will first discuss Navarrese cultural history, preoccupation with limpieza de sangre, hidalguía, 
and vecindad, and the history of the Navarrese agotes.   
 
Early Modern Navarre, Castile, and Citizenship 
This essay focuses on Navarre from the early sixteenth century until the early eighteenth 
century. This two-hundred-year period was one of political turmoil, beginning with the 
annexation of Navarre into Castile and the subsequent Navarrese popular rebellions, as well as 
the eighteenth-century War of Spanish Succession which ended Hapsburg rule over the Spanish 
Empire and ushered in the Bourbon family as rulers of Spain. The Inquisition worked in Spain 
throughout this period, although its power decreased in the latter half of the eighteenth century.3 
                                                        
3 Dale Shuger, “The Language of Mysticism and the Language of Law in Early Modern Spain,” Renaissance 
Quarterly 68, no. 3 (2015): 933. 
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In Navarre, this period was one of resistance to cultural assimilation with Spain and of a 
strengthening of Navarrese identity. Navarre shared certain cultural elements with the rest of 
Spain, such as its Catholicism, and yet remained independent in other aspects of its cultural 
identity such as its use of the Basque language.  
How did Navarre’s unique cultural situation influence the legal and cultural environment 
in which agotes lived? Politically, linguistically, and socially, Navarre and the Basque Country, 
which I will refer to as Guipuzkoa4 were, by the early modern period, still in the process of 
becoming culturally assimilated into Spain’s majority-Castilian cultural environment.5 This is 
somewhat ironic, since during the Middle Ages it was the northern regions of Iberia that 
originated the Spanish Reconquista. Navarre, along with Guipuzkoa and Asturias, were the 
remaining strongholds of Christian Visigothic kingdoms in Iberia, and much of the legal and 
administrative elements of northern Spanish culture in the early modern period were Visigothic 
relics. Throughout the early modern period, Navarre managed to exercise its fueros, or individual 
regional jurisprudence, independent of Castile.6 It was only in 1515, after the end of the 
Reconquista and the unification of Spain’s diverse regions into one political entity that Navarre 
was officially annexed into Castile.7 Carlos I/Charles V, however, was unable to truly control the 
                                                        
 
4 I refer to Guipuzkoa by its Basque name, since this was the name that was used most often in the records. 
Guipuzkoa refers to what is now the Basque country but during this period was culturally and linguistically closely 
connected to Navarre.  
 
5 Amanda Scott, “Seroras and Local Religious Life in the Basque Country and Navarre, 1550-1769,” Church 
History 85, no. 1 (March 2016): 45. 
 
6 Luís Landa el Busto, Historia de Navarra: Una identidad forjada a través de los siglos (Gobierno de Navarra, 
2000), 117. 
 
7 Landa el Busto, Historia de Navarra, 116. 
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region politically, in part because of its location so close to southern France, and in part because 
of the distractions of outside political events such as the Ottoman advance to Vienna in 1529.8 
His failed attempts to make Navarre pay its taxes in the mid-sixteenth century demonstrated 
Navarrese resistance to Spanish imperial rule.9 This relative independence lasted into the 
nineteenth century, and Navarre in the early modern period was still negotiating its place in 
politics between powerhouses like France, Castile, and Aragón.10  
It was not just politically that Navarre developed separately from the rest of Castile. 
Linguistically, Navarre was largely Basque-speaking, with documents produced by the 
Navarrese court in Basque and translated into Spanish afterwards.11 Basque was the accepted 
language of the region, while Spanish-speakers were considered suspicious outsiders.12 In the 
sixteenth century, Bernart Etxepare published the first book written in Basque, Lingua vasconum 
Primitiae, and by 1571 the New Testament was published in the language by Joanes de 
Leizarraga.13 Inquisition cases from Navarre often referred to translators needed in order to make 
defendants and inquisitors mutually intelligible.14 Agotes, in some cases, were referred to as 
                                                        
8 Landa el Busto, Historia de Navarra, 111 
 
9 William Monter, Frontiers of Heresy: The Spanish Inquisition from the Basque Lands to Sicily (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 1990), 144. 
 
10 Landa el Busto, Historia de Navarra, 116 
 
11 Peio Monteano Sorbet, “La carta bilingüe de Matxin de Zalba (1416) El iceberg lingüístico navarro,” Fontes 
Linguae Vasconum 119 (2015): 156. 
 
12 Scott, “Seroras and Local Religious Life in the Basque Country and Navarre,” 45. 
 
13 Landa el Busto, Historia de Navarra, 110 
 
14 Henry Kamen, Inquisition and Society in Spain in the Sixteenth and Seventeenth Centuries (London: Weidenfield 
and Nicholson, 1985), 200.  
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Basque speakers, and sometimes they needed a translator into Castilian present in the 
courtroom.15  
Navarre remained largely rural into the early modern period, and the insular nature of 
village life meant that the region’s family structures were complex and hierarchical.16 Families 
were organized by blood—that is, a nuclear-style family structure with close kinship ties—but 
also as a “family within the community,” with complex, hierarchical, “family-like” relationships 
between interrelated families within villages of around 250 households.17 Old Christian families 
lived in large, communal houses, often named, that could include the nuclear family as well as 
the extended family.18 Both agotes and non-agotes came from these named “houses,” such as the 
agote “House of Barrenechea” which appeared in a court case from 1627.19 
 
Figure 1 - Communal house in Arizkun, 2018 
                                                        
15 This had the potential to skew testimony, as it was the translator’s words that were written into the historical 
record rather than the witness’s.  
 
16 José María Imízcoz Beunza, Comunidad, red social y élites: un análisis de la vertebración social en el Antiguo 
Régimen (Universidad del País Vasco, 1996), 31. 
 
17 Scott, “Seroras and Local Religious Life in the Basque Country and Navarre,” 45. 
 
18 Beunza, Comunidad, red social y élites, 32. 
 
19 ADP (Archivo Diocesano de Pamplona) leg. 436 no 6. 
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Spain’s traditional rights of vecindad, similar to citizenship, were an important element of 
Navarrese communal relationships.20 What vecindad meant to community members in early 
modern Spain was complex; vecindad was integral to both concrete rights allowed to the 
townsperson and a sense of community and identity. It comprised the rights and privileges that 
were specific to certain members of a township, such as the use of public lands and benefices of 
communal activities.21 For individual families, their vecindad was connected to their family 
name, honor, and reputation, and their rights could be affected by marriages, deaths, and 
dishonorable actions committed by individual family members.22 Non-vecinos were referred to 
as residentes (residents) or forasteros (foreigners) in official documents, but local rules for 
vecindad did not always follow official legislation.23 Old Christians24 could be integrated into a 
community and eventually gain citizenship rights, while other people whose families had lived in 
a town for centuries could be denied those rights. Jews, Muslims, and other excluded social 
groups like the agotes were not allowed vecindad in the medieval period, and in the early modern 
period their descendants—conversos and moriscos—were often denied it as well.25 Beyond the 
                                                        
20 Beunza, Comunidad, red social y élites, 31. 
 
21 Tamar Herzog, Defining Nations: Immigrants and Citizens in Early Modern Spain and Spanish America (New 
Haven: Yale University Press, 2003), 19. 
 
22 Beunza, Comunidad, red social y élites, 33. 
 
23 Tamar Herzog, “Early Modern Spanish Citizenship,” in New World Orders: Violence, Sanction, and Authority in 
the Colonial Americas, ed. John Smolenski and Thomas J. Humphrey (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania 
Press, 2013), 208. 
 
24 “Old Christian” was a term used throughout the early modern period in Spain after the conversion of the country’s 
Jewish population, and came to refer to the people in the country who did not have Jewish or Muslim heritage. This 
was in contrast to the usage of “New Christians,” conversos, and moriscos to refer to Spain’s converted populations 
and their descendants.  
 
25 Herzog, “Early Modern Spanish Citizenship,” 212. 
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fact that heritage was important to determine citizenship, conversos and moriscos were treated as 
people without local ties and consequently unable to be integrated into the community.26 One of 
the questions that this essay will investigate is whether agotes had access to vecindad. 
In addition to vecindad, the concept of hidalguía, or inherited nobility of blood, was 
integral to agote cases during the early modern period in Navarre.  
 
Limpieza de Sangre and Hidalguía in Navarre 
The importance placed on nobility of blood was not unique to Navarre. The interaction 
between genealogy, nobility, and honor existed before the early modern period, and indeed was 
disseminated across the Iberian Peninsula. Nobility was, just like family structure in Navarre, 
hierarchical and complex; someone of noble birth could be a hidalgo, caballero, título, or 
grande, depending upon family ties and genealogical connections.27 Hidalgo, or, as it appears in 
court cases, “hijo de algo,” translates literally to the “son of something/someone,” and implied 
nobility of lineage. During the early modern period the hidalgo was exempt from paying taxes 
due to his genealogy.28 Interestingly, being a hidalgo did not mean that someone was wealthy or 
privileged in any way other than their genealogy; a hidalgo could be completely destitute, or his 
connection to nobility could be from generations beforehand.29 In fact, commoners sometimes 
falsified nobility in seeking to raise their social status among their peers.30 Hidalguía was a way 
                                                        
26 Herzog, “Early Modern Spanish Citizenship,” 209. 
 
27 Christina Lee, The Anxiety of Sameness in Early Modern Spain (Manchester University Press, 2016), 10. 
 




30 Lee, The Anxiety of Sameness in Early Modern Spain, 10-11. 
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of self-separating, both legally and socially, from commoners, despite living and working among 
them.   
 While in Castile and southern Iberia, hidalgos were around ten percent of the population 
in the seventeenth century, in Navarre and Guipuzkoa the number of hidalgos was higher; in 
Pamplona the number of hidalgos was estimated to be forty-six percent of the population during 
the same period.31 Since northern Spaniards saw themselves as being “purer” in blood than their 
southern counterparts—that is, their ancestors had supposedly never intermarried with Muslims 
or Jews—entire communities, rather than individuals, claimed hidalguía.32 This points to why, in 
these tiny Navarrese villages, laborers and artisans often described themselves as hijos de algo 
rather than simply as “residentes” or “vecinos” of a town. Hidalguía could be tested, as is 
evident in cases where the courts traveled to a plaintiff’s hometown and interviewed neighbors 
and family members in order to ascertain the nobility of a person’s blood.33 Hidalguía was also 
dependent upon reputation; Don Francisco Amaya, a seventeenth-century caballero, described 
nobility as, “Not something essential… but something that depends on human opinion, in the 
opinion of the people.”34 This public opinion was, just like Navarrese family ties, important to 
individual conceptions of honor.  
Honor was dependent upon purity of blood in addition to reputation and family ties. After 
the Reconquista ended in the fifteenth century, medieval conceptions of chivalrous honor were 
connected more and more with purity of blood, as anxiety surrounding converted populations of 
                                                        
31 Lando el Busto, Historia de Navarra, 151. 
 
32 Lee, The Anxiety of Sameness in Early Modern Spain, 26 
 
33 Lee, The Anxiety of Sameness in Early Modern Spain, 33. 
 
34 Antonio Domínguez Ortiz, Los conversos de origen judío después de la expulsión (Madrid: Centro Superior de 
Investigaciones Científicas, 1955), 193. 
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New Christians in Spain increased in the sixteenth century.35 In addition to honor and reputation, 
the presence of New Christians was a way to divide the Spanish population throughout the early 
modern period between pure, Old Christian citizens and impure New Christians who could never 
fully assimilate.36 During the early modern period, a rhetoric of honor developed around purity 
and impurity, while the Navarrese population continued to identify themselves with communal 
hidalguía and purity conferred by their historical place in the Reconquista.37 Although hidalguía 
remained a method of self-identification throughout the early modern period in Navarre, this was 
not to say that the Navarrese population did not have experience with Muslims, Jews, Moriscos, 
and conversos. Navarre was not, in fact, the bastion of Spanish purity that communal 
conceptions of hidalguía suggested. The Jews of Navarre were forcibly converted or expelled in 
1498, after a decree by the Reino de Navarra that followed the end of the Reconquista.38 
Meanwhile, in 1516, a year after the annexation of Navarre into Castile, Charles I and Juana of 
Castile ordered the expulsion or conversion of the region’s mudejares, or Muslims living under 
Navarrese Christian rule.39 The mudejares who refused to convert likely migrated to nearby 
Aragón, which allowed them to remain Muslim until 1526.40 Those who stayed were baptized 
forcibly and referred to as moriscos, while Navarrese nobles often took over the lands that 
fleeing mudejares abandoned.41 The Navarrese conception of a communal hidalguía had to 
                                                        
35 Scott Taylor, Honor and Violence in Golden Age Spain (Yale University Press, 2008), 4. 
36 Ibid. 
 
37 Lee, The Anxiety of Sameness in Early Modern Spain, 11. 
 
38 Iñigo Pérez Ochoa, “El «Padrón» y la «Manta» de Tudela: Documentos acerca de los judeoconversos y la 
Inquisición en Navarra,” Sefarad 74, no. 2 (2014): 390. 
 
39 Jesús M. Usunáriz, “Entre dos expulsiones: musulmanes y moriscos en Navarra (1516-1610),” Al-Qanṭara 33, no. 
1 (2012): 46. 
 
40 Usunáriz, “Entre dos expulsiones,” 47. 
 
41 Usunáriz, “Entre dos expulsiones,” 51. 
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contend with the legacy shared by other regions of Spain of forced conversions and the existence 
of conversos and Moriscos in the region.42 Agotes, as we will see, further complicated Navarrese 
conceptions of their own hidalguía.  
 
Who Were the Agotes?  
 Agotes were a social group that lived across northern Spain and southern France, first 
appearing in official documents during the fourteenth century in Navarre.43 Called the cagots in 
France, this group has been studied in southern France but less so in Spain.44 In Navarre, 
Florencio Idoate’s Documentos sobre agotes y grupos afines en Navarra, published in 1973, 
remains the most extensive printed source about agotes in Spain, while anthropologists such as 
Paola Antolini and María Aguirre Delclaux have both published books on the ethnology of 
agotes. So far, there has been no extensive historical research in English or within the American 
academy on this group in Spain.  
 Within the Spanish historiography surrounding agotes, this group is often called a raza 
maldita, or a “cursed/reviled race,” by the Spanish academics who have studied them. Race, in 
this case, needs to be understood in the Spanish sense of the term; it is roughly equal to caste or 
breeding as in “well-bred/ill-bred.”45 It is also the term that was most often used in primary 
                                                        
42 I have found few cases of conversos in the Archivo General de Navarra—only three—although there may be 
many more. There are, interestingly, many more cases of moriscos.  
 
43 Paola Antolini, Los agotes: Historia de una exclusión (Ediciones Istmo, 1989), 16. 
 
44 Various studies of cagots in France include Jackie Pigeaud’s “Le Pongo, l'idiot et le cagot. Quelques remarques 
sur la définition de l'Autre,” Études littéraires, 32, 1-2 (2000): 243-262, Francisque Michel’s Histoire des races 
maudites de la France et de l’Espagne (Hachette Livre, 1847), and Yves Guy’s “Sur les origines possibles de la 
ségrégation des Cagots,” lecture, Société française d'histoire de la médecine, Toulouse, 19 February 1983. 
 
45 María del Carmen Aguirre Delclaux, Los agotes: El final de una maldición (Silex Ediciones, 2010), 17. This 
appears to have been the accepted terminology in the Spanish academy surrounding agotes. 
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sources to describe agotes; they were referred to as “of the race of agotes,” just as in other early 
modern Spanish documents people were referred to as “of the race of Jews.” In order to 
understand who agotes were, it is important to keep this categorization in mind. Race, in early 
modern Spain, was a complex concept; it encompassed religious difference, genealogical 
differences, and social class.46  
 The origins of the agotes remain unclear even today. The most popular theory proposed 
by Spanish historians is that they were the descendants of lepers who were still being kept 
outside of villages even though they themselves were not sick with the disease.47 Lepers, during 
the medieval period in Navarre, were referred to as “gafos,” and “mesiellos,” terms which 
eventually came to describe agotes in the early modern period.48 By the sixteenth century, when 
agote came into use, often agotes were connected in documents to both mesiellos and cristianos 
de San Lázaro/cristianos lazarinos, both terms that referred to leprosy and its connection to Saint 
Lazarus.49 In addition, the treatment of agotes often centered on separating them physically from 
nearby towns and keeping them in their own neighborhoods.50 This could have been a holdover 
from centuries of quarantining lepers for fear of contaminating the village. Although leprosy 
itself was not heritable, perhaps Old Christians continued to stigmatize the children and 
grandchildren of lepers in Navarrese towns.51  
                                                        
46 Javier Irigoyen-Garcia, The Spanish Arcadia: Sheep Herding, Pastoral Discourse, and Ethnicity in Early Modern 
Spain (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 2013), 6. 
 
47 Idoate, Documentos sobre los agotes, 15. This is certainly the explanation most often given by historians like 
Florencio Idoate, who point to linguistic evidence linking agotes to words associated with leprosy.  
 
48 Aguirre Delclaux, Los agotes, 38. 
 
49 Idoate, Documentos sobre los agotes, 21. 
 
50 Aguirre Delclaux, Los agotes, 38. 
 
51 For more on leprosy in medieval Europe, see Susan Zimmerman, “Leprosy in the Medieval Imaginary,” Journal 
of Medieval and Early Modern Studies 38 (2008): 557-587.  
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 Various other theories about agotes’ origins include that they were either descendants of 
Visigoths in the Pyrenees, Muslim soldiers who were separated from the army and settled in the 
area, or religious heretics.52 This last theory suggests that, during the Albigensian Crusade, 
heretical counts in Irumberri, Lukuze, Tardeta, Baztán (all areas in northern Spain), and 
Toulouse in southern France protected Cathars in their regions, who eventually became known as 
cagots/agotes.53 This would also explain why agotes are sometimes referred to in documents as 
cristianos or crestiaas;54 perhaps, rather than meaning Christians of Saint Lazarus, the terms 
refer to medieval heresy.55 The religious stigma that would have been attached to Cathars could 
perhaps have been transmitted to agotes over the centuries as they remained separate from the 
population.  
 Perhaps the most distinguishing feature of agotes’ discrimination was their physical 
exclusion and separation. Throughout the early modern period in Navarre, agotes were kept at 
the margins of their villages.56 They lived in spaces specifically designated for agotes; rather 
than being enclosed by the villages, like early modern ghettoes, these were open neighborhoods 
that were physically separated by as much as a kilometer from the town itself.57 This is not to say 
that agotes did not interact with townspeople or participate in town activities. However, their 
                                                        
52 Aguirre Delclaux, Los agotes, 28-30. Aguirre Delclaux is not the only historian to propose the Visigothic theory, 
although it is jarring, since Visigothic heritage in Asturias often indicated purity of blood rather than impurity.  
 
53 Aguirre Delclaux, Los agotes, 33. 
 
54 Idoate, Documentos sobre los agotes, 21. Crestiaas, along with the related term chistrón, was, according to 
Florencio Idoate, a bastardization of christianos.  
 
55 Aguirre Delclaux, Los agotes, 34. 
 
56 Antolini, Los agotes: Historia de una exclusión, 23. 
 
57 Antolini, Los agotes: Historia de una exclusión, 24. 
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participation was highly regulated and segregated just as their living spaces were.58 They 
attended church services with other villagers, but were kept in a separate space from the vecinos 
of the town, often in the chorus or the bell tower of the church.59 In certain cases they entered 
into church through a separate, smaller door than the other villagers.60 During church 
processions, they were kept separate, participated at the very end, or were not allowed to 
participate at all.61 When agotes came to the main town from their neighborhood, they were often 
required to wear a patch on their clothes shaped like a duck’s foot, embroidered sometimes in red 
and sometimes in yellow so as to distinguish them from other village members.62 Male agotes 
were often carpenters by trade, although they were sometimes banned from local guild 
membership.63 They were never considered vecinos, but rather residentes of their towns, and thus 
were not allowed the rights of vecindad, including working the communal land or bearing 
arms.64  
In this Master’s thesis, based upon my original research on agotes in the archives of 
Pamplona, I offer the first extensive treatment of Navarrese agotes in English. The cases that I 
use in this study are mostly episcopal court cases from the Archivo Diocesano de Pamplona, but 
also come from the Archivo General de Navarra, which archives secular court cases rather than 
episcopal cases. I am working on a long time period, and therefore have chosen to move 
                                                        
58 Antolini, Los agotes: Historia de una exclusión, 27. 
 
59 Antolini, Los agotes: Historia de una exclusión, 58. 
 
60 Antolini, Los agotes: Historia de una exclusión, 64. 
 
61 Antolini, Los agotes: Historia de una exclusión, 61. 
 
62 Alfredo Asaín Ansorena, “Símbolos y superposiciones culturales y religiosas sobre el ‘otro excluido’ en la 
literatura oral navarra” Cuadernos de Etnología y Etnografía de Navarra 74 (1999): 474. 
 
63 Antolini, Los agotes: historia de una exclusión, 65. 
 
64 Aguirre Delclaux, Los agotes, 64. 
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thematically rather than chronologically through cases. This has meant that there are sometimes 
chronological gaps, which I hope to fill in during my dissertation research. However, I believe 
that moving thematically makes intellectual sense, since it allows us to see parallels and 
differences between cases and groups much more easily.  
The greatest number of cases appeared in secular courts between 1550 and 1800—most 
of these before 1750—after which agote cases declined until the last one in 1849.65 In Florencio 
Idoate’s book of transcribed sources, Documentos sobre agotes y grupos afines en Navarra, from 
1550-1650 there were 83 cases involving agotes, while from 1650-1750 there were only 32.66 
From 1750-1849, only eight cases appeared in the record. Of the cases that I transcribed, four are 
from the period between 1550 and 1650 and six are from the period between 1650 and 1750. 
Early modern court cases can be a problematic source, as many scholars working with them have 
indicated: court proceedings had a performative quality, sometimes people appeared against their 
will, and the cost of starting a court proceeding could be prohibitive. In addition, court notaries 
did not always transcribe statements from plaintiffs, witnesses and defendants word for word. 
However, these cases are nonetheless useful to understand the social situation of the agotes. 
While agotes themselves did not leave any writings, in court they told the judges what they 
wanted and how they would prefer to be treated in church, in their marriages, and among their 
fellow villagers. Most importantly, the cases give historians insight into how agotes thought 
about themselves, rather than how authorities thought about them.  
I have found that spatial separation entered into almost every case I have investigated. 
Therefore, I use the concepts of “spaces of discrimination” and “belonging” as a framework 
                                                        
65 Idoate, Documentos sobre los agotes, 267. 
 
66 Idoate, Documentos sobre los agotes. 
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through which to understand some of the interactions between agotes and non-agotes in Navarre 
between 1519 and 1750. Separation was both physical—agotes lived at the margins of their 
towns—and also symbolic. The eight cases that follow are all about spatial discrimination, which 
provided a sense of belonging to a community. That belonging was tied to honor and purity in 
early modern Spain. Space, then, or more precisely the ability to enter certain spaces, had the 
potential to influence who belonged within a community and who was pushed out of it.  
 Agotes appealed to the courts because they were kept at the margins of their communities 
both physically and socially. They were allowed to participate in some ways in their towns’ 
social life but were never completely integrated. However, in both secular and religious court 
cases from the sixteenth to the mid-eighteenth centuries, agotes fought back against this 
marginalization and separation. This study will analyze how agotes argued for inclusion in their 
communities, and what inclusion meant to them. In the section that follows, I will examine court 
cases to interrogate how questions of space—and inclusion in an exclusive space—were central 
to agote/non-agote relations. Entry into certain spaces determined the social status of agotes and 

















CHAPTER TWO: THE CASES 
 
I. Religious Spaces 
Any discussion of agotes in religious spaces must begin with a papal bull issued in 1519 by 
Leo X that attempted to legislate how agotes were to be treated in Catholic churches across 
Navarre. This bull was the first document that decreed that agotes were to be treated “like the 
other good Christians” in Navarre, and was cited in later cases brought by agotes who hoped to 
be allowed into Catholic churches.67 Its text stated that agotes, "who live and have lived as good 
Christians" should be allowed to worship and be administered the sacraments "without 
separation" from their fellow parishioners. 68 The Navarrese cortes, or governing body, issued a 
statement a year later agreeing to comply with the papal bull and arguing that, “being good 
Christians, and believing all of the things that the Holy Mother Church believes… all of the 
inhabitants of this Kingdom should be treated well within the churches and outside of them.”69 
This bull was the first reference to the physical separation of agotes within their villages, and it 
also sought to end that separation. I have not found instances of agotes leaving Spain in the cases 
I studied, and so the papal bull is remarkable in that it demonstrates that Leo X knew of the 
agotes. Agotes used the papal bull throughout the early modern period in Navarrese cases as 
justification for entering non-agote spaces.70 
                                                        
67 The bull was recreated in its entirety in a 1654 case. 
 
68 ADP, leg. 1022, n. 5 ff 4v.  
 
69 Idoate, Documentos sobre los agotes, 95. 
70 The 1519 papal bull’s existence is notable for several reasons. Firstly, into the seventeenth century, agotes and 
their lawyers were aware of the bull and its implications for their inclusion in Church; they used it as proof that they 
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One of the earliest cases that appeared in the documents regarding agotes in religious spaces 
occurred in 1568 and involved the negotiation of where agotes should sit in church. On the feast 
day of Saint Peter, a group of agotes led by one Pedro Mogayri alleged that, while they were 
sitting in the choral chamber of their parish church during the service, the non-agote vecinos of 
the town threw them out.71 Mogayri and his group protested their treatment at the hand of the 
town’s vecinos, arguing that they had always, “from time immemorial,” attended the church in 
question, and saying that they had been unfairly banned, in this instance, from church 
processions and services.72 The group of vecinos of the town of Santesteban—that is, the non-
agotes who had physically thrown Mogayri and the other agotes out of church—alleged that the 
agotes had stood to receive the eucharist before the non-agotes, and that this “caused scandal… 
worrying the vecinos of this village.”73 The court in Pamplona, after hearing witnesses from both 
the agote group and the non-agote group, agreed that the agotes should be allowed to attend 
church services, arguing that, “being Old Christians, they should be allowed to be in the parish 
church… in the choir chamber during mass to hear the service… with no distinction between 
them and the other litigants.”74 Furthermore, the court ordered that Mogayri and the other agotes 
be allowed to take the eucharist along with the other vecinos of the town, given that they had 
                                                        
should be included in Church services well into the seventeenth century. Secondly, while we cannot know whether 
individual non-agotes knew about the papal bull, they were often violently against integration of agotes into Church 
activities and services. If the papal bull was generally known, it—and the statement issued by the cortes—was 
roundly ignored; cases brought by agotes who argued to be integrated into their parish churches continued into the 
eighteenth century.  
 









lived in the village “since time immemorial peacefully.”75 Thus, not only did the court state that 
they were Old Christians, but it also affirmed their presence in the area for a long time.  
This case was not unique in the sixteenth century; in 1582, the court in Pamplona decided 
in favor of one Pedro de Arizkun, an agote who had brought the non-agotes of his town of 
Arizkun to court for denying the agotes a place in church during services.76 The court in this case 
ordered that Pedro de Arizkun should “be able to freely enjoy the same rights, inheritance and 
other services that the other vecinos of Arizkun are accustomed to enjoy.”77 In addition, the court 
in this case laid out their preferred order for residents of Arizkun to receive the eucharist: first 
the married men of the town and then the male agotes.78 After the men of the town, including 
male agotes, the male servants could receive the eucharist. Finally, the married women could 
receive the eucharist, followed by the married agote women. While the court had ordered that 
there should be “no separation” between agotes and non-agotes while attending church services, 
there nonetheless remained a hierarchical order in how agotes and non-agotes were expected to 
participate. 
By the early seventeenth century, cases involving separation at church became much 
more common. In 1611, two men, Domingo and Johan de Acos from the town of Burgui sued the 
mayor and town council for having reduced by half the number of benches in the parish church 
available for agotes, and having moved the de Acoses from the seats in which they were 
accustomed to sitting.79 The men also alleged that they had been banned from sitting with other 
                                                        
75 Ibid. 
 
76 Idoate, Documentos sobre los agotes, 127. 
 
77 Idoate, Documentos sobre los agotes, 128. 
 
78 Ibid.  
79 Idoate, Documentos sobre los agotes, 171. 
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vecinos of the town as well as participating in town processions and enjoying the traditional 
rights of vecindad.80 The council of Burgui responded to the Acos, saying that neither Domingo 
nor Johan de Acos were indeed vecinos, but instead were agotes and should not be allowed to sit 
on the benches with vecinos in church.81 As agotes, according to the council, they were 
“residentes” rather than “vecinos,” and had never enjoyed the rights of vecindad in the town.82 
This case dragged on for more than a year, until the court decided in favor of Domingo and 
Johan de Acos, ordering that they be allowed to sit on their bench “among the other vecinos of 
the town,” while the other agotes in the town should be made to remain sitting behind the vecinos 
in the “common benches.”83  
In 1654, two agote men named Sancín de Elizondo and Martín de Aguirralde from two 
different villages in the Valle de Baztán—Lanz and Elizondo—led a consortium of villagers 
from the valley in a suit against the mayors and councils of their towns regarding space in 
churches across the region.84 This is the only case that I have come across that includes agotes 
from more than one town, and indicates that, at least in this case, groups of agotes communicated 
by the seventeenth century.85 Later in the case, at the request of non-agotes, a series of 
                                                        
80 Ibid. 
 




83 Idoate, Documentos sobre los agotes, 175. 
 
84 The Valle de Baztán was one of the locations with the highest populations of agotes in the early modern period, 
along with the Valle de Roncal. Both regions are in the northern part of Navarre, and it is from these regions—and 
the villages therein—that many of the cases involving agotes originated. There was perhaps a higher population of 
agotes in the Valle de Baztán, although I cannot say why; perhaps its proximity to France—with its larger 
population of agotes—or its isolated nature made the Valle de Baztán a region with more agote families.  
85 ADP, leg. 1022, n. 5 ff 1v. The agotes referred to themselves as “having followed the Count Don Ramon de 
Tolosa who separated himself form the Church,” perhaps alluding to a belief that they believed that agotes 
originated from medieval Cathars. 
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notifications of the ongoing dispute were nailed to parish church doors in all the towns across the 
Valle: “Almandoz, Berroeta, Lanz, Ziga, Gartzain, Azpilcueta, Arizkun, Erratzu, Yrurieta, 
Lecaroz, Elizondo, Elbete, and Arrajoz.”86 These notifications were posted to the church doors, 
“so that those who are interested in the case” could voice their own opinion about whether the 
agotes should be allowed into churches in the Valle de Baztán.87 This list of towns indicates that 
agotes lived in every village in the Valle, and enough agotes wanted to enter their individual 
parish churches that the non-agotes were made aware of the ongoing suit. Agotes across the 
Valley were in enough contact to submit the petition together as one consortium, and there were 
enough agotes in the Valle de Baztán that every town had a population of agotes.  
              
Figure 2 - Map of Valle de Baztán with villages named in the suit. 
Figure 3 - Map of Valle de Baztán in relation to Pamplona and the French border. 
 
                                                        
86 ADP, leg. 1022, n. 5 ff 36v. The towns named were: Ciga: Ziga, Gorcayin: Garzain, Aypiluseta: Azpilkueta, 
Herrave: Elbete, Yrurieta: Irurita, Beuetea: Berrotea 
 
87 ADP, leg. 1022, n. 5 ff 34r. The text of the citations reads, “En el lugar de Almandoz a trece días del mes de 
noviembre de 1654 yo el escribano y notario de Sansin de Elizondo, Martin de Aguirralde y consortes agotes afije 
una citación en ella. Afijen los dichos testigos en las iglesias que no se quiten pena de 50 ducados y censuras en las 
puertas principales de la iglesia parroquial del dicho lugar y queda afijado.” It continues, “Castorena y consortes dijo 
que sin embargo de la respuesta de Martin de Aguerralde y consortes se debe probar como lo tengo suplicado por lo 
general favorable y lo alegado y por que mis partes son interesados en esta causa por que tienen sus casas y 
vecindades en los lugares de la Valle de Baztan…” 
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Elizondo and Aguirralde, both from separate towns, alleged that they had been separated 
from the other villagers in the Valle de Baztán in their parish churches. This indicates that, in this 
instance, separation in churches was widespread in the Valle de Baztán. The men did not 
describe in detail what such “separation” meant in this case; it is unclear whether they were made 
to sit in the choral chamber, the bell tower, or behind the other villagers in separate benches as in 
the Acos case. However, the agotes of the Valle de Baztán did allege that, “they were treated 
differently from other Christians in the administration of the sacraments, the taking of the 
eucharist, and in processions and seating.”88 They asked the court to order that they be treated 
“without difference” and be “incorporated” into church services with other villagers.89 The 
agotes in this case pointed to the 1519 papal bull issued by Leo X as evidence that their 
separation in religious spaces was illegal, arguing that the bull “represented that we and our 
ancestors are good Christians and have lived as such.”90 Separating agotes in churches, according 
to Elizondo and Aguirralde, was against the official doctrine of the Catholic Church. 
Not long after Elizondo and Aguirralde submitted their plea to Pamplona, a group of non-
agotes, also from the Valle de Baztán, counter-sued. Led by a man named Martín de Castorena, 
the non-agotes alleged that allowing agotes into church services would be an insult to non-agotes 
who were “legitimate vecinos” of the towns in the Valle de Baztán.91 The agote faction 
                                                        
88 ADP, leg. 1022, n. 5 ff 1v. “…los trataban con diferencia de los demás Cristianos en la administración de los 
sacramentos ofrecen, toman la paz, ya en procesiones y sentarse, causando ignominia.” 
 
89 Ibid. “y mandar a todos los rectores, y curas de cuales quiere personas, que a todos los dichos agotes, de 
entrambos sexos ya cualesquiera personas de su asignación, cognación, y familia, en las dichas Iglesias, sin 
diferencia distinción ni separación alguna, les administrasen los sacramentos y los admitiesen en los ofertorios, 
oblaciones, paz, y asientos de las iglesias.” 
90 ADP, leg. 1022, n. 5 ff 14v. “…siendo como eran ellos y sus progenitores buenos Xianos y viviendo como tales.” 
 
91 ADP, leg. 1022, n. 5 ff 26r. “…aunque mis partes son legítimos vecinos de esta ciudad e interesados en la 
pretensión contraria por son naturales del dicho Valle de Baztan.” 
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responded to Castorena, arguing that they were not attempting to take away the “preeminence 
that the vecinos of the Valley have always had,” but rather simply asking that they be treated the 
same as the other Christians in church.92 Castorena responded to the agotes, arguing that, if the 
agotes wanted an equal place in churches across the Valle, then the non-agote vecinos of the 
Valle should be allowed a say in the case.93 Eventually, the series of fourteen notices were put up 
in parish churches across the Valle de Baztán in towns like Arizkun, Elizondo and Berroeta, 
notifying the non-agotes of the villages about the case so that they could respond to the agotes’ 
demands.94 This appears to have stalled the case, which was suspended until more non-agotes 
could weigh in on whether agotes should be allowed an equal spot in church. It is unclear 
whether they ever did. 
Religious spaces denied to agotes in these cases did not always involve church services. 
An eighteenth-century case concerns a more permanent and fixed religious space. In 1727, a man 
named Martín de Sala and his wife Margarita sued the abbot of their parish church, alleging that 
they had received a title for a sepulcher in the church, and that the abbot had denied them usage 
of the space.95 Sala hoped to be allowed to move his and his wife’s ancestors bones to the 
sepulcher before their own burial in the church as well, and brought the case in protest of being 
denied this right.96 Sala alleged also that he and his wife had “wanted to sit with the other 
                                                        
92 ADP, leg. 1022, n. 5 ff 28v. “mis partes no tratan de perjudicar en las preeminencias que tuvieron los vecinos 
originarios de la valle de Baztan sino que no se los trata con separación y diferencia de los demás parroquianos.” 
 
93 ADP, leg. 1022, n. 5 ff 34v. “mis (partes) que son originarios de la dicha valle y por el consiguiente hijos de 
algo.” 
 
94 ADP, leg. 1022, n. 5 ff 36v. The text of the notification read, “En el lugar de Almandoz a trece días del mes de 
noviembre de 1654 yo el escribano y (notario) de pedimento de Sansin de Elizondo, Martin de Aguirralde y 
consortes agotes afije una citación en ella. Afijen los dichos testigos en las iglesias que no se quiten pena de 50 
ducados y censuras en las puertas principales de la iglesia parroquial del dicho lugar y queda afijado.” 





vecinos in their benches in the church,” but the abbot had not allowed it.97 Sala’s main issue, 
however, was the sepulcher, which he said had been given to him and his wife by Don Andrés 
Joseph Murillo Velarde, the bishop.98 The abbot, he said, knew of the gift and had still ignored it, 
although Sala had asked him to allow their burial within “two or three times.”99  
The abbot, for his part, argued that because the de Salas were agotes, they should not be 
allowed to be buried within the church, but rather should be buried in a separate burial ground 
for agotes.100 De Sala called this categorization “uncertain,” implying either an implicit denial of 
agoteness or perhaps that he himself did not know whether his family were agotes. He instead 
argued that he and his wife owned a house within the parish and were vecinos, and that therefore 
it was unlawful to deny them burial in the church.101 This case, like the 1654 one, is unfinished, 
but nevertheless it highlights the priorities of agotes who attempted to enter non-agote spaces 
denied to them.  
 
Religious Space: Belonging for Both Body and Soul 
As these cases show, physical religious and sacred spaces were the loci where separation 
was most obvious, and where agotes protested separation most often. For agotes, gaining rightful 
access to non-agote spaces allowed them not only to dissolve the separation between themselves 
                                                        
 
97 ADP, leg. 1826, n. 18 ff 1v. 
 
98 ADP, leg. 1826, n. 18 ff 4v. “Miguel de Auarte prior de Martin de Sala y Margerita de Castelu su mujer dice que 





100 ADP, leg. 1826, n. 18 ff 1r. They should be placed “en la villa de Lanz y otra cualquiera parte sean enterrado sus 
cadáveres en el cementerio, y en el puesto mas inferior, y separado al de todos los demás vecinos.” 




and non-agotes, but also to establish legal belonging in the community. For the non-agotes in 
these cases, sacred space was just as important, albeit as a mark of separation rather than 
inclusion.  
 The cases that I have found that centered around access to religious space were always 
brought by agotes, rather than by non-agotes. This indicates that, at least in these cases, religious 
spaces were highly desirable to agotes, to the point of their seeking accommodation from the 
courts. In the 1568 case, for example, agote Pedro Mogayri brought the case alleging that the 
non-agote vecinos of Santesteban had physically thrown the agotes out of church on the feast day 
of Saint Peter.102 Pedro de Arizkun, another agote, alleged in 1582 that he and his fellow agotes 
had been thrown out of their parish church because they had violated the prescribed order in 
which congregants should receive the eucharist.103 The Acos family brought their 1611 plea to 
Pamplona because they had been expelled from their usual benches and saw such an expulsion as 
a curtailing of their traditional rights of place in the church.104 The 1654 plea brought by Sancín 
de Elizondo and Martín de Aguirralde, too, alleged that agotes across the Valle de Baztán had 
been illegally barred entry into their parish churches.105 Agotes were the plaintiffs in each of 
these cases, and in every one they protested being kept from a religious space to which they 
believed they should be allowed access.  
                                                        
102 Idoate, Documentos sobre los agotes, 122. 
103 Idoate, Documentos sobre los agotes, 127. 
 
104 Idoate, Documentos sobre los agotes, 171. 
 
105 ADP, leg. 1022, n. 5 ff 1v. The agotes’ asked that the court, “mande, debajo de penas y censuras que en las 
iglesias donde son Parroquianos los dichos mis partes, los curas, ni otras personas no los traten non la dicha 
diferencia en los dichos actos, sino es que vayan incorporados, con los demás, la dicha nota, y que los coros, que 
hagan observar y guardar en sus Parroquiales.” 
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Dishonor, too, entered into agote pleas in certain cases. For the agotes in the 1654 case, 
for example, their separation was so damaging because it was wrapped up in both a loss of 
access to methods of religious devotion and a loss of group honor. They described their 
separation as “causing much dishonor,” and argued that it was an illegal act due to the fact that 
they were “good Christians.”106 Their decision to go to court was, according to them, because 
they had been denied “the administration of the sacraments, the giving of the Eucharist, 
[participation in] processions and where they sit, which causes dishonor.”107 This plea is telling, 
because it demonstrates not just their genuine religious devotion and anxiety over being denied 
access to the sacraments, but also their anger over being forced out of processions and seats with 
their fellow villagers. By being allowed into churches across the Valle de Baztán during Mass, 
the agotes hoped to erase both the physical separation that they and their ancestors had been 
subject to and the symbolic loss of honor and belonging that emerged from such physical 
separation. The agotes in the 1654 case felt their lack of access to religious life in their towns, 
and felt it so deeply that they organized across a number of towns in order to protest their 
separation.  
Although religious space was important on its own merits, it also was a symbol of 
community hierarchy and belonging. When, in 1611, Domingo and Johan de Acos sued the 
mayor and town council of their hometown, Burgui, for moving them from their accustomed 
seats in church, they were upset over the “dishonor” that such a move had caused them.108 They 
                                                        
106 Ibid. “Por decir que eran agotes, por haber seguido, al conde Don Ramón de Tolossa que se había opuesto a la 
Iglesia y fue apartado de ella por el beneplácito de la sede apostólica sol coral, y rectores de este Reino y del de 
Francia y Aragón, los trataban con diferencia de los demás Cristianos en la administración de los sacramentos 
ofrecen, toman la paz, ya en procesiones y sentarse, causando ignominia.” 
 
107 Ibid. 
108 Idoate, Documentos sobre los agotes, 171. 
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were still allowed in church and could still hear the service and participate in the sacraments, 
unlike the agotes in the 1568 case who had been violently expelled from their parish church. 
However, according to the Acos family, the council and mayor had offended their sense of honor 
and social position by moving the Acos men to a position within the church alongside all of the 
other agotes in town. Although they were agotes, the Acos men proved that they were also 
vecinos rather than residentes of Burgui, and thus should be allowed back into their traditional 
spot in church.109 This is a rather surprising aspect in this case, since agotes were traditionally 
not allowed to be vecinos, but were rather considered only residents of the town, without the 
rights that vecindad afforded a citizen of a town. The vecindad of the Acos family could have 
also been a factor in their dishonor; by sitting with other agotes—who were not vecinos of 
Burgui—perhaps the Acos men could have been perceived as residentes rather than vecinos. The 
parish church, in this case, was a location in which hierarchies were expressed physically by 
seating order, and the Acos men were willing to go to court to maintain their hierarchical 
position in Burgui.  
Vecindad worked in the de Sala case in a similar manner to the Acos case. Martín and 
Margarita de Sala hoped not only to be buried within their parish church, but also to “transport 
the bones of their ancestors” to the sepulcher so that their entire family would be buried in the 
church.110 The de Salas’ vecindad was one of the arguments that the couple made to argue for 
their inclusion in the parish church; their lawyer said that, “Martín de Sala, vecino of Alcoz… 
brings this case against the other vecinos of this town.”111 After the abbot claimed that the de 
                                                        
109 Idoate, Documentos sobre los agotes, 172. 
110 ADP, leg. 1826, n. 18 ff 25v. “dice que su señoría el señor Obispo de este obispado ha concedido a mis partes 
titulo de sepultura dentro de la iglesia parroquial, de dicho lugar y licencia para trasladar los huesos de sus 
ascendientes; y es así que sin animo de ofender…” 
 
111 ADP, leg. 1826, n. 18 ff 11v. “Martín de Sala vecino de Alcoz dijo que trata litigar pleito contra los vecinos del 
mismo lugar sobre el uso de una sepultura de la parroquia de el que ha obtenido titulo del señor obispo.” 
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Salas were agotes, the de Salas’ lawyer countered that the abbot “claims that my client is of the 
Quality of an Agote when this is unfounded and such a claim requires general 
acknowledgement.”112 The case hinged upon the abbot’s lack of proof of agoteness, combined 
with the fact that the de Salas were vecinos of their town and that the sepulcher had been given to 
them by an authority figure.  
Likewise, to the non-agotes in the 1654 case, limiting the agotes’ access into the parish 
churches of the Valle de Baztán had less to do with religious devotion and much more to do with 
protecting Old Christian rights and honor and limiting access to vecindad. On the 24th of 
September in 1654, a non-agote named Martín de Castorena, along with a group of non-agotes, 
counter-sued the agotes who had brought the case to Pamplona.113 Castorena identified himself 
as a vecino of Pamplona but also a “vecino and native born in the Valle de Baztán,” and 
protested that the agotes from the Valle de Baztán be allowed into parish churches alongside 
non-agotes.114 Castorena’s reasoning was that, “they [he and other non-agotes] still have their 
houses in the towns of the Valle de Baztán,” and that, much as in the Acos case, allowing agotes 
into church would erase the traditional social boundaries that existed.115 Castorena and his 
fellows argued that it would be unfair to allow agotes to participate equally in church services 
since,  
                                                        
 
112 ADP, leg. 1826, n. 18 ff 25v. “Siendo así que no hay ninguno y solo digo regidor y vecinos por embarazar el uso 
de dicho titulo alegan que mi parte es de Calidad de Agote cuando esto es incierto y su justificación requieren pleno 
conocimiento.” 
113 ADP, leg. 1022, n. 5 ff 26v. 
 
114 Ibid.  
 
115 ADP, leg. 1022, n. 5 ff 34v. “Aunque mis partes son vecinos de esta ciudad e interesados en la pretension 
contraria, son naturales del dicho Valle de Baztan y de los lugares nombrados…por que mis partes son interesados 
en esta causa por que tienen sus casas y vecindades en los lugares de la Valle de Baztan.” 
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“in these places it is known and ordained and accustomed for them [agotes] to not mix 
with the others, but rather follow them, and to continue like this there has never been nor 
is there a necessity to introduce this plea.”116  
 
This appeal to tradition and custom was not unique to the 1654 case; both non-agotes and agotes 
referred to traditional separation. In the 1727 de Sala case, the abbot who denied the couple a 
burial spot in the church argued that, “It is public and notorious that they are agotes, although 
they have bought a house that is vecinal, they have not been admitted according to the custom of 
this Kingdom…” and suggested that they did not need the plot that they had been granted, since 
they could keep the bones of their ancestors in the same plot that they already had.117 To these 
non-agotes, custom was a powerful justification for physical separation. While one group sought 
to ostracize the other, and the other argued against such barriers, it is noteworthy that both 
groups understood that access to space could imply vecindad.  
The two groups also existed in the same religious milieu. Religious and sacred spaces 
were contentious to both agotes and non-agotes in these cases, and both sides had obvious, 
strong feelings about who could access these spaces. To the de Salas, the ability to access a 
family sepulcher within their parish church would legitimize them, whether or not they were 
agotes; they had already bought a house within the town, and saw the town outcry over moving 
their ancestors’ bones as “abusive, intolerable, and not permissible.”118 Anger on the part of non-
agotes against the agotes in the 1568 Mogayri case prompted public violence, which was not 
unusual in the cases involving agotes and non-agotes litigating over the use of religious space. 
Mogayri asserted that the non-agotes of Santesteban had physically attacked him and the other 
                                                        
116 Ibid. “Orden que sea acostumbrado que no ha sido mezclándose con los demás sino despues de ellos y para 
continuarlo así no han tenido ni tienen necesidad de introducir este pleito.” 
 
117 ADP, leg. 1826, n. 18 ff 1v. “Es publico y notorio que son agotes, aunque habiendo comprado dicha casa que es 
vecinal no han sido admitido según la costumbre de este Reino.” 
118 ADP, leg. 1826, n. 18 ff 15v. “la ha sido abusiva, intolerable y no permisible.” 
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agotes in town over access to religious space. The agotes in the 1654 Valle de Baztán case asked 
that the court, “obligate [churches] to treat them equally to the other Christians… on pain of 
censure and fines” after being denied access to church services.119 Their inability to participate in 
church services “caused them great dishonor,” and prompted them to come together from across 
the Valle de Baztán to attempt to fight to be allowed into church.120  
Religious spaces like churches and cemeteries were clearly important to both agotes and 
non-agotes for similar reasons; both groups saw them as places that established one’s legitimacy 
within the community. Agotes saw their separation as unjust, and they sought to erase the 
boundaries between themselves and non-agotes. For non-agotes, separation was important to 
maintaining traditional social hierarchies upon which their communities functioned. Any breach 
of that hierarchy could prompt violence or expulsion from communal space. The social 
importance of religious space meant that, during the early modern period in Navarre, Catholic 
churches became the focus of many cases legislating agote relationships with non-agotes. 
While entrance into religious space was commonly cited in cases involving agotes, 
interactions in public spaces were also important to plaintiffs. Often this interaction hinged upon 
honor, reputation, and insults that involved agotes, although both the plaintiffs and respondents 
claimed hidalguía and Old Christian heritage. 
 
II. Insult Cases: Spaces of Honor in Public 
One of the earliest cases in the archives involving agote insults appeared in 1561 in the town 
of Monreal, when a man named Johan de Inzaurriaga and his two sons alleged that Johanes de 
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Murgui, Pedro de Pabalceta, and María de Ezpeleta, “in the presence of many people,” called 
them “chistrones,121 agotes and other very ugly and injurious words.”122 Calling Inzaurriaga and 
his sons agotes and chistrones, according to the plaintiffs, “caused great scandal” among the 
townspeople, and he hoped that the court would fine and castigate the three people who had 
insulted his family.123 According to witnesses of the incident, Murgui, Pabalceta and Ezpeleta 
had told Inzaurriaga, “you seem like agotes, because you do not have kin here.”124 This insult 
implied that Inzaurriaga’s family was both kinless and tainted by agote heritage —and thus 
suspicious and ineligible for vecindad. The public nature of the insult meant that many people in 
Monreal had witnessed the incident, and it was for this reason that Inzaurriaga sought damages 
from Murgui, Pabalceta and Ezpeleta; the implication that he and his family—hijos de algo—
were agotes was “injurious” and had caused “dishonor.”125  
In 1619, the prosecutor of the town of Aranaz brought a case against Don Tomás de 
Echegujen, alleging that he treated other vecinos of the town terribly, “injuring them with very 
grave insults, treating them like dishonorable agotes as he has treated them publicly in the 
church, although they are honorable people with good reputation.”126 Echegujen had also 
deflowered women in the town, been publicly intoxicated, and insulted the vicar of the church, 
but it was calling vecinos “agotes” that topped the list of complaints that the villagers brought to 
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court.127 Echegujen was sentenced to fines and imprisonment, a punishment that the judge 
directly tied to the dishonor that he had implicated in his fellow non-agote villagers by calling 
them “agotes.”  
The case against Echegujen was certainly not the only one involving public spaces and 
insults involving agotes; in 1639, Antonio de Arayz and his two brothers, Martín and Julio, 
vecinos of the village of Peralta, were working out of their home, where they ran a bricklaying 
business.128 According to the brothers, Don Jeronimo de Lizuar, the priest of their parish church, 
passed by their house, and “without reason… called the plaintiffs thieves, bastards, agotes, 
villains, and dogs.”129 As in the 1619 case involving Don Echegujen and the village of Aranaz, in 
this case the main issue that the three brothers highlighted was the public nature of the insult; 
they mentioned that “witnesses heard, saw, and understood this exchange with clarity,” and that 
the insult was scandalous and, thus, injurious.130  
In 1653, in Puente la Reina, a laborer named Bertol Martínez was tasked with guarding 
some almond groves for the town. Another man, Pedro de Alegría, stopped by and began eating 
the almonds off of the trees. Martínez told Alegría to stop, at which point Alegría responded that 
Martínez could “kiss my [Alegría’s] tail.”131 Martínez replied that, “only agotes have tails,” 
implying both that Alegría was an agote and had a tail. Alegría took such offense at this that, 
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according to witnesses, he bit Martínez so hard in the face that he drew blood.132 Both men sued 
each other; Alegría for the insult and Martínez for the physical injuries that Alegría had given 
him. The plaintiffs in this case, just as in the earlier ones, were concerned with the public nature 
of the assaults; Alegría especially described the insults as “indecent” and “offensive” in an 
apparent attempt to justify his attack on Martínez.133  
 
Belonging, Honor, and Reputation 
 Interestingly, insult cases involving the use of “agote” as a slur rarely involved agotes; 
the plaintiffs were almost always Old Christians who sought monetary damages from the person 
who had insulted them. In all of these cases, the insults took place in a public space, rather than 
in a private one. One took place in the town’s almond groves, while another was in front of a 
crowd of villagers. Tomás de Echegujen, who was imprisoned for abusing his fellow 
townspeople repeatedly, insulted them in public as well. Public spaces were important and 
central to these cases, implying their importance in the plaintiffs’ lives. While in the cases 
discussed earlier, agotes attempted to enter physical religious spaces like churches and 
cemeteries, in insult cases a sense of symbolic “belonging” in public spaces was important. By 
looking at insult cases, often between two non-agotes but over an insult that involved an 
implication of what we might call “agoteness,” we can see the implications that being called an 
agote had for one’s status, honor, and sense of belonging in an Old Christian community. If any 
such insult was confirmed, the “victim” could potentially lose his or her social status in their 
community.  
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The Johan de Inzaurriaga case sheds light upon the importance of kinship networks to 
determining who was symbolically allowed into and who was excluded from a town.134 Here we 
see that access to exclusive social prestige—like that possessed by Old Christians—was tied to 
kinship connections as well as public perception.135 Agoteness was tied to foreignness, or having 
no family ties in the area and thus being suspicious to the non-agotes who did have kinship 
networks. In Navarrese towns, Old Christian families were often interrelated, and the implication 
that Inzaurriaga’s family was not related to the other Old Christians in Monreal was what tied 
him to agoteness.136 Inzaurriaga, on the other hand, took issue with the insult being “in the 
presence of many people,” indicating that such an insult could damage his entire family’s 
position within the town.137 In addition, the implication that his family had no kin in Monreal 
could have affected Inzaurriaga’s vecindad; without a family structure, and thus proof of Old 
Christian blood, Inzaurriaga was not eligible to be a vecino of Monreal. Loss of symbolic status 
could mean loss of rights and privileges. The public nature of the insult was important to 
Inzaurriaga since it could potentially damage his social standing within the town, and this 
prompted him to bring the case to court and seek a retraction of the insult.  
Often in these cases, non-agote plaintiffs voiced anxieties over honor when faced with the 
threat of intermingling with so-called “impure” elements such as agotes.138 The 1653 case in 
Puente la Reina between Bertol Martínez and Pedro de Alegría, in which Martínez told Alegría 
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that “only agotes have tails,” illustrates the importance of honor to Navarrese Old Christians and 
sheds light upon the significance of “agote” being used as an insult.139 Alegría’s response to 
Martínez implying that he was an agote was to physically attack Martínez.140 Early modern 
conceptions of Spanish honor are complex and historians are still debating its precise 
meanings.141 Honor lived in complex, coded interactions between people in early modern Spain, 
and it could be lost or gained with an insult, a marriage, or a change in social position.142 It was 
connected to both purity and ideas of chivalry inherited from centuries of religious wars in 
medieval Iberia, and was encoded in how a person acted, who their family was, their genealogy, 
and how those closest to them acted.143 For men, honor was tied to their reputation as an Old 
Christian as well as to their actions in public.144 Neither Martínez nor Alegría were agotes; both 
men were Old Christians, and in fact the case did not include any discussion of disproving 
agoteness, as the Inzaurriaga case did. Rather, Martínez sought damages from Alegría for his 
physical injuries, while Alegría sought damages from Martínez for the symbolic damage to his 
honor that the insult had wrought. As Scott Taylor has argued, honor could be used by Spaniards 
to negotiate their relationships with one another, both in and out of the courtroom.145 It was a 
tool to be used for social interaction, and often in court cases, a loss or regaining of honor was 
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encoded into interactions between defendants and plaintiffs. Nobility was not confined only to 
the nobles; it was encoded in the interaction between actions and Old Christian heritage.146 Being 
called an agote had the potential to damage Alegría’s honor and separated him from Martínez 
and other Old Christians. Just as Taylor notes, honor was a negotiation; by calling him an agote, 
Martínez had violated the delicate balance that existed between Old Christian men.147 The 
implication of agoteness was enough to prompt Alegría to physically attack Martínez, indicating 
its importance as a slur that could do real social damage to Alegría.  
In these two insult cases, “belonging” to Navarrese social hierarchy hinged upon never 
having one’s honor questioned. When it was, as in both the Inzaurriaga and Alegría cases, it 
could prompt physical violence before both parties came to a social equilibrium. Neither 
Inzaurriaga nor Alegría attempted to provide their hidalguía papers, which would have proven 
whether they were agotes; rather, in both cases the men involved came to an agreement wherein 
the insult was retracted and, in the Alegría case, Martínez paid Alegría damages to make up for 
his loss of honor. Once one party implied that the other bore any connection to being an agote, 
the public nature of honor dictated that the insult had to be answered—whether with violence or 
with litigation.  
 
III. Conjugal Spaces 
Issues of domesticity and conjugal space—that is, marriage, cohabitation, and sexual 
relations—sometimes entered into cases involving agotes. Often these cases involved the 
implication that marriages between agotes and non-agotes were unacceptable, and an attempt to 
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delineate the separation between the two groups. In 1614, for example, a man named Johanes de 
Lasala was expelled from the village of Ochagavía.148 The decision to expel Lasala in the case 
hinged upon his being an agote; Ochagavía’s vecinos had to be “free of the race of Jews, 
chistones, and agotes.”149 Interestingly, Lasala’s wife did not leave with him. Because she “was a 
natural daughter of the valley, they [the court] cannot expel her,” due to the fact that she had the 
hidalguía status necessary to live in the town.150 This case is an example of the Navarrese 
tendency to assign hidalguía to entire regions in contrast to other regions of Spain where 
hidalguía was an individual attribute.151 Although Lasala and his wife were allowed to marry, he 
was forced to live outside of the town, although he was also allowed to come back in order to 
work, which the court said was “due to the mercy that the town has shown him.”152 The spaces 
concerned were both sexual—the marriage that he shared with a non-agote was not dissolved—
and public, since he was made to leave the physical boundaries of the town.  
Two cases from the eighteenth century are useful to illustrate how maintaining sexual 
purity affected cases involving marriages between agotes and non-agotes. Although marriages 
like that between Johanes de Lasala and his wife did happen, unions between agotes and non-
agotes were generally prohibited. In 1724, Ana María de Echeverría was preparing to marry Juan 
Nicolás de Navarte in the village of Rentería. They had been publicly betrothed when she 
realized that he was an agote and brought him to court, alleging that he had tricked her into an 
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engagement.153 According to Echeverría, she had no idea that Navarte was an agote before 
becoming engaged to him, since she was from Rentería but he was not.154 For Navarte’s part, he 
did not deny the allegations, but rather petitioned the judge to allow him to avoid paying the cost 
of the wedding to Echeverría, and accused her of having affairs with another man.155  
In 1730, in San Sebastián, Geronimo de Albistur, originally from the Valle de Baztán, 
and Estefania de Jornería, from the town of Donamaría, prepared for their impending marriage 
by asking the rector of their parish church to read the banns for their wedding.156 The rector, one 
Don Joseph de Ariuda, refused, arguing that Geronimo de Albistur was an agote, “since his name 
is of the Valle de Baztán.”157 Ariuda’s lawyer, when he presented the rector’s case, walked back 
the rector’s accusations, saying only that he had been uncertain whether Albistur was an agote, 
but that he knew that the ancestral home of the Albisturs in the Valle de Baztán was 
“notoriously” one of agotes.158 To prove that he was not an agote, Albistur submitted to the court 
his hidalguía papers, which described his family as “noble and honorable on both sides” for at 
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least a century.159 Once Albistur proved his hidalguía, he was allowed to marry Jornería, and the 
priest was chastised and fined.  
Only the first of these three cases actually involved an admitted agote—Johanes de 
Lasala, who was expelled from Ochagavía. However, all three cases centered on the possibility 
that the male partner in the union was an agote. This suggests that marriage, too, was a restricted 
space that agotes were not allowed into. We will interrogate what space meant in this instance in 
the next section, but several similarities between the cases immediately jump out. First, in all of 
these cases, the suspected agote was the man. Second, in two of the three cases, it was authority 
figures—the priest and the town council—who intervened to keep couples apart based on 
suspected agoteness. Third, all three cases involved the threat of sexual intercourse between 
agotes and non-agotes.  
 
The Threat of Intimacy Between Agotes and Non-Agotes 
Marriages between agotes and non-agotes, and the issues that brought the cases to court, 
highlight some of the worries that non-agotes had about the integration of agotes into Old 
Christian spaces. Intermarriages between agotes and non-agotes were prohibited, and simply 
being an agote married to a non-agote could split couples apart, as in the Johanes de Lasala case. 
However, beyond the legality of such matches, restricting intermarriage was important to non-
agotes because of anxiety over policing limpieza de sangre and hidalguía. By marrying a non-
agote, agotes violated the genealogical purity that non-agotes were so concerned about 
protecting.  
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The two marriage cases from the eighteenth century demonstrated the difficulties in 
policing and prohibiting intermarriages, as well as the anxiety surrounding agote/non-agote 
interactions.160 In the 1724 case, when Ana María de Echeverría protested that her husband-to-be 
was an agote, and that therefore she should not have to follow through with her promise of 
marriage, she was participating in the common language of early modern broken marriage 
promises.161 In this way, it was not a particularly unusual case; for example, Echeverría stated 
that her betrothed, “gave her faith and his word in Marriage and then ravished/deflowered 
[her]…”162 The verb that Echeverría used here—estuprar—implied a loss of virginity and honor, 
for which she blamed Navarte, since he was the one who had ravished her.163 Estuprar was a 
commonly used word in cases involving broken marriage promises, where the couple had sex 
before marriage but after their formal engagement.164 She needed to prove that Navarte was to 
blame for their broken engagement, although she herself had been the one to formally break it 
off, and had to justify her loss of honor in the hopes that Navarte would be made to compensate 
her financially through the court system. She repeatedly referred to herself as a doncella, 
“maiden,” which implied virginity and purity, and accused Navarte of having an affair with 
another woman from the village during their engagement.165 Echeverría plainly did not want to 
marry an agote, and her only recourse to break off an engagement that had already been 
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consummated was to present herself as a passive victim, while Navarte was the active participant 
who had tricked her into their relationship.   
Echeverría was certainly participating in a common language of purity versus defilement 
that was present in Spanish sex cases during the early modern period, but I posit that her 
language appealed also to a dichotomy of purity and disease that was present in the relationships 
between agotes and non-agotes in this same period. Navarte’s agoteness, after all, was the 
principal reason behind the broken engagement; she said that, “she would not marry him when 
she understood that he was an agote.”166 Her main reasoning behind breaking off her engagement 
and asking that Navarte pay her court costs was that, “she told [Navarte] that she would not 
marry him, protesting that she now understood that he was an Agote, and in effect this released 
her.”167 She had not known, then, before their engagement of his status as an agote, and was 
clear in the document that as soon as she learned of it, she ended their engagement. In 
articulating that she was quick to split up with Navarte following this discovery, Echeverría 
again positioned herself as passive, innocent, and tricked into a distasteful liaison.  
In the 1730 case, Gerónimo de Albistur and Estefania de Jornería were prohibited from 
marrying by the rector of their parish church because of his suspicions that Albistur was an 
agote. Here we again see the anxiety over intermarriage between the two groups, albeit in this 
case coming from a third party. The rector, Don Joseph de Ariuda, based his assumption that 
Albistur was an agote upon the fact that he was from the Valle de Baztán.168 It was only after 
producing hidalguía papers, including witness testimony about his family, that Albistur was 
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cleared of the suspicion that he was an agote. Ariuda apologized and agreed to allow the couple 
to marry, saying that, “He was badly informed that Gerónimo de Albistur was an agote, but 
afterwards has understood the uncertainty of that claim and that he [Albistur] is a son of noble 
origin.”169 Ariuda used his authority as the rector of the church to refuse to read the banns for 
Albistur and Jornería’s wedding, speaking to the anxiety surrounding the intermarriage between 
agotes and non-agotes. Although he recognized his mistake and allowed the couple to marry, 
Ariuda positioned himself as the gatekeeper with a duty to protect an Old Christian woman from 
intermarrying with an agote.  
Worry on the part of non-agotes over agotes marrying non-agotes was not the only 
anxiety surrounding intermarriage in the early modern period in Spain. As limpieza de sangre 
and hidalguía became important distinctions between groups in the early modern period, 
protection of such cleanliness became a priority for Old Christians throughout Spain.170 
Intermarriage between Old Christians and conversos and moriscos was a threat to Old Christian 
genealogical integrity, and the Albistur case in particular demonstrates that agotes intermarrying 
with non-agotes was perceived as similarly dangerous. Agotes were not technically New 
Christians, like conversos and moriscos, but Albistur nonetheless attempted to separate himself 
genealogically from agotes. In the Albistur case, the hidalguía papers did not solely distinguish 
him as the son of a noble family, but made sure to describe him as “clean of all evil races of 
Jews, Moors, and those condemned by the Holy Office of the Inquisition as well as other 
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groups.”171 By proving his limpieza de sangre, Albistur was protecting the genealogical purity of 
his line as well as the purity of his own marriage. Association with agotes was not the only threat 
to purity; any implication that Albistur was descended from conversos or Moriscos could also 
threaten his marriage to an Old Christian woman.  
A complicating factor in the Albistur case, which we cannot discount, was Albistur’s own 
home valley; as the rector of the church said, he suspected that Albistur was an agote because he 
was from the Valle de Baztán.172 We have already encountered the Valle de Baztán in the 1654 
case of agotes in church, and it appeared often as the homeland of agotes in these cases. It 
appears in the Albistur case that the Valle de Baztán was tied, in the minds of Old Christians, to 
agotes and agoteness. Just hearing that Albistur was from the Valle de Baztán was enough to 
prompt the rector to keep him from marrying Jornería. Just as hidalguía could be extended to 
vecinos of entire regions in Navarre, in this case so did suspicions of agoteness, and this served 
to further separate the groups for fear of contamination of Old Christian populations.  
The dichotomy between the purity and honor of Old Christian women and the dangers 
posed by agote men appeared in both of these cases. To the Old Christians in the cases, purity 
and honor were in danger of being corrupted sexually by an agote who had somehow disguised 
himself as a non-agote. Ariuda, the rector of Albistur and Jornería’s parish church, positioned 
himself as a protector of Jornería’s purity in the face of this danger, while Echeverría had to 
protect her own purity from the threat posed by Navarte. Even though Albistur was in fact an Old 
Christian, that case demonstrated to what lengths third parties could go to protect the social 
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hierarchy and purity. Echeverría’s case, meanwhile, demonstrated some of the difficulties that 
women had in protecting themselves from a perceived threat; even after she and Navarte had a 
sexual relationship, she positioned herself as a passive partner, tricked into her engagement 
without really knowing her betrothed’s heritage. In both of these cases, agote men were 
dangerous interlopers whose alliances with Old Christian women could endanger the existing 
social structure and tradition.  
 
IV. Professional Spaces 
My last case fits into what I will term “professional space”; that is, it involved an agote’s 
ability to enter into a working space that was reserved for non-agotes. This case also brings up 
important questions about whether agotes could “pass” as non-agotes, and what that implied for 
relationships between the two groups. In 1627, a carpenter named Pedro de Cubicar, who was 
described in the case as a vecino of San Sebastián, sued the Guild of Carpenters of San 
Sebastián, a busy port city on the Bay of Biscay in Guipuzkoa.173 He alleged that he had been 
unfairly and illegally denied entry into the guild, since he could pay the entrance fee and was 
already working as a carpenter.174 The guild’s leader or mayordomo, on the other hand, argued 
that Cubicar should not be allowed into the guild, since,  
“those who should be admitted as brothers should be persons of entire satisfaction and 
clean in their blood… and also that Pedro de Cubicar does not have his bloodline in this 
province, nor do we know from where he comes from because he is a descendant of the 
House of Barrenechea… and that people say that they [members of the House of 
Barrenechea] are of the race of agotes and should not be allowed into our guild.”175 
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Similar to the priest who was suspicious of Gerónimo de Albistur’s status as an agote because of 
his last name, here the mayordomo was suspicious of Cubicar’s hidalguía based upon his name.  
In order to verify whether or not Cubicar was an agote, the court sent investigators to his 
hometown of Lesaka to question villagers who knew of him and his family.176 The witnesses that 
the investigators talked to all testified that he was, in fact, born into the “House of Barrenechea,” 
and that, “it has and has always been a house of agotes… set apart from the commerce and 
population of the village and which has been and is a house of Agotes, and all of the descendants 
of said house are reputed to be agotes.”177 On this basis, the carpenter’s guild initially refused 
Cubicar entrance into the guild. This case, however, had a twist ending. After denying Cubicar 
entrance into the guild based upon his being an agote, Cubicar’s lawyer submitted a document 
demonstrating that the founding charter of the guild, in fact, said nothing about its members 
having to be hidalgos with purity of blood papers.178 Due to the guild’s own rules not including 
purity of blood statutes, Cubicar was finally allowed into the carpenter’s guild.  
 
Passing and Belonging in Professional Spaces 
The example of Pedro de Cubicar Barrenechea demonstrates how important locating and 
exposing agotes was to the non-agotes of Navarre and the Basque Country, and how the 
perceived differences between agotes and non-agotes were ultimately important to the question 
                                                        
provincia ni se sabe de donde la tenga por que fuese que es descendente de la casa de Barrenechea de ella y otras de 
su calidad.” 
 
176 ADP, leg. 436 n. 6, ff 82v. 
 
177 ADP, leg. 436 n. 6, ff 173v. “la cual es y ha sido habido y tenido siempre y continuamente por casa de Agotes y 
por lo consiguiente por casa de Agotes y por lo consiguiente todos los descendientes de la dicha casa son 
comúnmente reputados como Agotes.” 
178 ADP, leg. 436 n. 6, ff 343v. 
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of belonging in a community. While non-agotes often claimed that one could tell an agote by 
their physical traits, this case is one example of how agoteness was tied to origins and family.  
For the carpenter’s guild and the mayordomo, Cubicar’s origins were what made him 
suspicious. In a similar manner to the 1561 Inzaurriaga insult case, the guild stated that, “Pedro 
de Cubicar does not have his bloodline in this province, nor do we know where he comes from,” 
as one reason why they could not allow him into the guild.179 Just as the Inzaurriaga family’s 
lack of kinship ties undermined their position in the community and aroused suspicion that they 
might be agotes,  so the guild’s questions about where Cubicar came from made him an object of 
suspicion and a potential interloper. All of the members of the carpenter’s guild had limpieza de 
sangre, which identified them as familiar members of a majority—the non-agotes of San 
Sebastián. Cubicar’s hometown of Lesaka was outside of Guipuzkoa, in Navarre, and his family 
name of Barrenechea held some sort of implication of agoteness to the Old Christian members of 
the guild. They assumed, and were proven right, that he was an agote because of his name and 
his hometown. Cubicar’s origins outside of Guipuzkoa were the first clue as to his potential 
agote heritage. Just as hidalguía papers could disprove that someone was an agote, the court’s 
choice to send people to interview Cubicar’s neighbors in Lesaka was their way of proving that 
he was an agote. Cubicar was unsuccessful in his attempt to hide his origins; his protestations 
that, “I am a hijo de algo and clean of all evil races” were not enough to deflect suspicion before 
the guild sent representatives to Lesaka.180 His hometown, as well as his name, clued the guild 
                                                        
179 ADP, leg. 436 n. 6, ff 11r. “Pedro de Cubicar Barrenechea no tiene su dependencia de esta provincia ni se sabe de 
donde la tenga...” 
180 ADP, leg. 436 n. 6, ff 14r. “por que yo soy hijo de algo y limpio de toda mala raza ha sido injuria en proponerme 
por descendiente de agotes.” 
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into his identity, and their stereotypes about agotes were ultimately what prompted them to 
question his identity.  
This is not to say that Cubicar was representative of all agotes who attempted to pass as 
non-agotes; Navarrese and Basque populations were often mobile in the early modern period, 
sometimes even immigrating to Spain’s holdings in the Americas.181 It is conceivable that agotes 
could have been among those who left Navarre and Guipuzkoa for other parts of the Spanish 
Empire during the early modern period. However, I have not yet uncovered an example of an 

















                                                        
181 See Juan Javier Pescador’s The New World Inside a Basque Village: The Oiartzun Valley and Its Atlantic 
Emigrants, 1550-1800 (The University of Nevada Press, 2003) for a study on the connections between the early 





CHAPTER 3: CONCLUSIONS 
 
Agotes, Space, and Vecindad 
In this paper, I have attempted to demonstrate the ways in which agotes were separated 
from non-agotes in the sixteenth through early eighteenth centuries in Navarre. Spatial separation 
was a hallmark of agotes’ lack of inclusion in their wider communities. In addition, I have tried 
to show how agotes themselves fought against this separation, arguing that they should be 
included in their communities because they were good Christians, even if they did not have 
vecindad, hidalguía, or limpieza de sangre papers. Agotes were not passive actors; they brought 
cases to court and argued that they were being unfairly treated by non-agotes. Through looking at 
the agote/non-agote dynamic in these cases, we can begin to unravel the ways in which inclusion 
and exclusion worked in Navarrese communities, as well as how these groups argued for 
belonging. 
Both agotes and non-agotes were preoccupied with access to space—understood as a 
physical and/or symbolic marker of the boundaries between communities—and the methods 
through which they argued were strikingly consistent between cases. Four themes stand out 
between cases: vecindad, hidalguía, limpieza de sangre, and faithful Christian 
service/attendance. Often, non-agotes used vecindad and hidalguía as a method of arguing for 
exclusion of agotes, while agotes relied upon the universal message of Catholicism to argue that 
they were good, faithful Christians worthy of being included in their communities. Both groups’ 
reliance on these methods of argumentation suggests that they were considered metrics of 
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inclusion in early modern Navarre, and further demonstrates how both groups belonged to the 
same cultural milieu.  
To the non-agotes in these cases, vecindad was the most important method of arguing for 
exclusion of agotes, regardless of what type of space the litigants were concerned with, and often 
it was tied closely to hidalguía. By separating themselves from agotes, non-agotes reinforced 
traditional notions of the rights granted by vecindad as well as their own genealogical superiority 
over a group that was, to them, inferior ethno-religiously. Agotes could not be vecinos because 
they were not considered hidalgos/hijos de algo, while non-agotes’ cases were often built upon 
their status as hidalgos and vecinos of towns. We see this concept at work in the 1614 Johanes de 
Lasala case, where a husband was expelled from a village because he was an agote and therefore 
could not be a vecino, but his wife was allowed to stay because of her hidalguía. Lasala was 
made to leave in order to protect Ochagavía’s communal sense that it was “free of the race of 
Jews, chistones, and agotes,” while his wife was “a natural daughter of the valley” and was 
allowed to stay.182 Although Lasala was allowed back into the town for work, he was forced to 
live outside of the community’s borders. Pedro de Cubicar, an agote who in 1627 attempted to 
enter the guild of carpenters in San Sebastián while concealing his identity, described himself as 
a vecino of San Sebastián until his agoteness was uncovered; afterwards, his lawyer dropped the 
terminology entirely.183 
 Blood purity, or limpieza de sangre, was at work in many, if not all, of the cases 
involving agotes and non-agotes that I have investigated. Along with hidalguía and vecindad, 
limpieza de sangre was an important metric of being an agote as well as one of the ways that 
                                                        
182 Idoate, Documentos sobre los agotes, 180. 
 
183 ADP, leg. 436 n. 6, ff 229v. 
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non-agotes separated themselves out from agotes. In the case of Cubicar, the Guild of Carpenters 
of San Sebastián itself stipulated that members should be “clean in their blood.”184 Hidalguía 
was intimately connected with limpieza de sangre, and both were invoked by non-agotes as a 
method of self-separation. Gerónimo de Albistur invoked both his hidalguía and his limpieza de 
sangre when he proved that he was not an agote, but rather from an Old Christian family in the 
Valle de Baztán.185  
Agotes, on the other hand, valued genuine religious belief and traditional participation in 
community activities as a marker of membership in a community over blood purity and 
vecindad. According to agotes, their lack of hidalguía and vecindad should not prevent them 
from participating fully in their wider community. For example, the 1654 case brought by Sancín 
de Elizondo and Martín de Aguirralde relied upon tradition and their status as “good Christians” 
to argue that they should be allowed into their parish church. Lack of hidalguía was, to the 
agotes, not an all-or-nothing exclusionary tactic; Aguirralde and Elizondo argued that “we and 
our ancestors are good Christians and have lived as such,” demonstrating a commitment to 
participating in church services.186 Martín de Castorena, the non-agote who argued that agotes 
should not be allowed into churches, on the other hand, based his argument entirely upon 
vecindad and hidalguía, arguing that agotes’ inclusion in church services threatened “the 
preeminence that the vecinos of the Valley have always had.”187  
                                                        
184 ADP, leg. 436 n. 6, ff 11r. “limpieza en su sangre” 
 
185 ADP, leg. 1806 n. 5 ff 1v. 
 
186 ADP, leg. 1022, n. 5 ff 14v. “que siendo como eran ellos y sus progenitores buenos Xianos y viviendo como 
tales.” 
 
187 ADP, leg. 1022, n. 5 ff 28v. “tratan de perjudicar en las preeminencias que tuvieron los vecinos originarios de la 
Valle de Baztan.” 
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The 1727 case of Martín de Sala and Margarita de Sala further confirms the relation 
between space and belonging. The couple’s right to use the sepulcher was based upon a title that 
they claimed they had received from bishop Don Gaspar de Miranda, and they claimed that the 
abbot who was preventing them from moving their ancestors’ bones had “no right to dictate the 
possession [of the sepulcher] of a vecino of this place.”188 De Sala’s argument thus centered upon 
vecindad, but this vecindad was not based upon heritage but rather upon physical space. Whether 
or not the de Salas were agotes, they owned a house within the bounds of their village.189 
Owning this house, according to de Sala, meant that they were vecinos, and should be allowed to 
sit in church with the other vecinos as well as be buried within the parish church. The abbot of 
their church, on the other hand, argued that regardless of their place of residence, the fact that the 
de Salas were likely agotes was the determining factor in where they should be allowed to sit and 
be buried. His plea stated, too, that, “the other vecinos justifiably protest that their [the de Salas’] 
sepulcher be equal and mixed with the others… and ask that their bodies be buried in the 
cemetery, and in a more inferior spot, separated from the other vecinos.”190 The issue was not 
that agotes were denied any space, but rather that they were denied access into an Old Christian 
space. Whether that space was occupied by living agotes or dead agotes made no difference to 
the abbot; it was a matter of protection of the non-agote population from any potential dishonor. 
This is the only case that I have seen in which potential agotes argued that they were vecinos 
rather than simply residentes of their communities. It is perhaps telling that de Sala did not base 
                                                        
188 ADP, leg. 1826, n. 18 ff 25v. “no tiene derecho de decir la posesión [de una sepultura] de un vecino de dicho 
lugar.” 
 
189 ADP, leg. 1826, n. 18 ff 15v. 
 
190 ADP, leg. 1826, n. 18 ff 1r. “Los demás vecinos justamente resisten que su sepultura se iguale y mezcle con las 
demás, sean enterrado sus cadáveres en el cementerio, y en el puesto mas inferior, y separado al de todos los demás 
vecinos.” 
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his argument upon his and his wife’s genuine Christian faith, as the agotes in the 1654 case did, 
but rather upon the house that they owned within the town’s walls. By doing so, he appealed to a 
view of vecindad that took heritage out of the equation. The couple did not invoke any sort of 
blood purity, either; they rather stated that “they are owners of a vecinal house”191 as justification 
for their right to the burial plot.192 On the other hand, to the abbot of the church, heritage was 
integral to vecindad; without hidalguía, de Sala and his wife should not be allowed into the 
town’s sacred and religious space along with the other vecinos. This case was not completed, 
which unfortunately removes the opinion of third entity involved: that of the judge and the court. 
Hidalguía was a preoccupation in cases involving non-agotes as well as those that had 
agote actors. The 1619 insult case against Don Tomás de Echegujen is an example of this; the 
villagers whom he had abused argued that he had treated them as “dishonorable agotes” although 
they were vecinos and thus hidalgos.193 In insult cases between non-agote Old Christians, we 
must add in a preoccupation with honor that is not as present in cases involving agotes. The 
villagers of Aranaz who complained about Echegujen were upset that he had dishonored them in 
spite of their hidalguía. Their hidalguía was not in doubt, but by comparing them to agotes, 
Echegujen had “injured them” and dishonored the group of vecinos as a whole.  
Besides the anxieties over hidalguía, tradition, and vecindad, all of these cases involved 
early modern Navarrese conceptions of belonging in a community. Public spaces, physical and 
social, were the arena in which agotes and non-agotes litigated who belonged within these towns. 
The loci of discrimination that I have highlighted here appeared in cases about religious spaces, 
                                                        
191 Meaning a house within the bounds of the township, and thus not an agote house. 
 
192 ADP, leg. 1826, n. 18 ff 15v. “Y porque mis partes son dueños de casa vecinal.” 
 
193 ADP, leg. 639 n. 20 ff 1v. “tratándoles de infames agotes.” 
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insults, marriages, and labor, all spaces that had certain stakes for the litigants in the cases. 
Agotes wanted access to traditionally non-agote space, but they also wanted inclusion into a 
wider community. Whether they were suing to be allowed to be buried in a non-agote cemetery 
or to be allowed into a non-agote guild, these agotes hoped to escape the marginalization that had 
become endemic by the sixteenth century in Navarre.  
On the other hand, the non-agotes in all of these cases functioned as the protectors of 
traditionally pure, Old Christian spaces from integration with agotes. In insult cases, non-agotes 
sought protection from any hint that they themselves could be connected with agotes; in cases 
about entrance into parish churches, non-agotes sought to keep the groups entirely separate even 
as the agotes referenced the universality of Christian faith. This dynamic—the non-agotes 
establishing barriers to inclusion and the agotes as attempting to erase the signs of their 
difference—is one that I hope to explore further as I begin to investigate questions of identity 
and group formation in early modern Navarre.  
Anxiety about assimilation is another theme that appeared throughout these cases. Old 
Christians were anxious over the potential loss of their honor, hidalguía, rights of vecindad, and 
the purity of their families if agotes were to be allowed into their towns. Agotes, on the other 
hand, were anxious about being denied what they viewed as fundamental, basic rights such as 
equal treatment in church. Whether this anxiety stemmed from the potential spiritual 
ramifications that such a denial entailed or a perceived loss of public honor that separation in 
church implied remains unclear. However, agotes were anxious enough about what the lack of 
inclusion in church entailed that they were willing to sue their town councils, abbots, and mayors 
over it. Both agotes and non-agotes demonstrated a preoccupation with assimilation in these 
cases, and sought to protect what they viewed as their fundamental rights.   
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Purity was another theme that appeared throughout these cases, often alongside anxiety 
over assimilation. It was not only the physical spaces that non-agotes sought to protect from 
agotes, but also the sexual and genealogical implications that intermixing between the groups 
implied. Marriages in which one partner was suspected of being an agote were immediately 
either broken off or challenged, as in the case with Geronimo de Albistur and Estefanía de 
Jornería. Often it was a third party to the couple that protested the union, as in the Albistur case 
and in the Lasala case, but in the Ana María de Echeverría case, she was the one who broke her 
engagement off with Juan Nicolás de Navarte. In these cases, female Old Christian purity was at 
risk of being corrupted by intermarriage with a man perceived as an agote, and the solution to 
such mixing was to separate the couple. In the Juan de Cubicar case, too, genealogical purity was 
tightly controlled by Old Christians, although in that case it was in a professional environment 
rather than a sexual one. The carpenter’s guild sought to protect themselves from any hint of 
intermixing with agotes or other non-Old-Christian groups. The purity of the Old Christian space 
was of tantamount importance to the Old Christians involved, who sought to protect and control 
it in the face of potential agote interference. 
The lack of actual physical evidence of difference between agotes and non-agotes 
complicates any discussion of space, separation, and who belonged in Navarrese Old Christian 
communities. Stereotypes about agotes during the period were diverse and ultimately 
contradictory.194 Without a unified physical stereotype about agotes, it is unclear if agotes were 
notably phenotypically different from their neighbors. If there was no actual difference in 
                                                        
194 Some sources spoke of them having dark hair and black eyes. They were sometimes said to have pockmarked 
skin. Still more sources said that they were blonde, tall, and blue eyed. The most pervasive physical stereotype about 
agotes, however, was that they had attached earlobes. Whether or not agotes actually had attached earlobes, the 
confusion over what an agote looked like indicates that there was perhaps no real difference in appearance, or at 
least that agotes’ appearance varied from place to place. 
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appearance between an agote and a non-agote, then agotes could potentially be free to leave 
Navarre and thus escape the whole issue of Navarrese social hierarchy and marginalization. 
Escape from Navarrese communities would mean the loss of stigma and stereotype for agotes, as 
well as entrance into the wider population that was denied them in Navarre.195 Such “passing,” 
when it happened, is hard to quantify since any agotes who successfully passed as non-agotes left 
no record of themselves in the courts.  
These cases, although demonstrating that agotes were active within the court system, still 
show that there were limits to the inclusion that agotes could gain through a court case. Even 
when agotes won their cases—such as when Pedro de Arizkun and the other agotes of Arizkun 
were allowed back into their parish church during services—they still had to participate 
according to a prescribed social hierarchy. Pedro de Cubicar was only allowed into the 
carpenter’s guild after the guild itself realized that their rules could not prevent an agote’s 
entrance. Johanes de Lasala, although allowed back into the town in which he and his wife had 
lived for years, was only able to do so during the day for business, and could never live in town 
again. Navarrese power structures that prevented agotes from truly assimilating remained static 
into the eighteenth century, and agotes could only ever argue that they be accorded certain rights 
that were being actively denied them, such as access to church. Keeping agotes separate but still 
allowing them access to town services was the outcome of all of the cases that I have seen.  
By understanding how agotes saw themselves, as well as how non-agotes self-identified, 
we can better understand the dynamics at work between Old Christian and agote communities in 
Navarre, and perhaps elsewhere. Agotes provide a unique lens through which to view early 
modern social groups in Spain; their voices in court show the concerns and priorities that they 
                                                        
195 Escape from communities in Navarre is potentially not limited to agotes; Lu Ann Homza has worked on 
witchcraft trials in Navarre and how leaving a community could function in a way that erases past. 
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had in dealing with their non-agote neighbors. On the other hand, non-agotes’ voices show the 
anxieties that emerged in the early modern period surrounding the protection of an Old Christian 
society against the perceived threat of agote encroachment. These cases show how group identity 
was constructed and preserved in a relatively homogenous society. There were few conversos 
and moriscos in Navarre, and by all accounts agotes were not only Catholic but also indigenous 
to the region. In such cases, what determined group cohesion was access to space, vecindad, and 
genealogical purity. In the future, by using more cases that involved litigation between agotes 
and non-agotes, I hope to explore in much greater detail how these concerns reflected the ways 
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